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To All FS-Elliott Co., LLC Employees…

The success of FS-Elliott Co., LLC, its subsidiaries and affiliates (“FS-E”) 
depends upon the actions of each and every one of us as we carry out our 
daily responsibilities to meet our Vision Statement. Our actions should 
reflect the highest standards of integrity, honesty, and respect and be 
carried out in a moral and legal manner. 

I am pleased to present the FS-E Code of Business Conduct & Ethics (the 
“Code”). The Code contains basic guidance on those areas that are most 
likely to affect integrity, honesty, respect, morals and legal obligations.

To have meaning, the Code must be understood and practiced by all in 
accordance with the spirit of integrity and ethical behavior for which FS-E 
has stood since its inception. 

Please read the Code thoroughly. Feel free to discuss it with co-workers. 
Everyone should be comfortable with the Code. Do not hesitate to seek 
assistance, as necessary, by discussing concerns or questions with your 
supervisor or the General Counsel. In addition, a confidential reporting 
system is in place for reporting violations. Reporting violations is 
encouraged. Everyone should be comfortable that reports of violations 
will remain confidential and there will not be retaliation for discussing 
an issue, asking a question or reporting a violation.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation. Our actions are the key to the 
success of FS-E in being the international world-class leader in the design, 
development, manufacture, sale and service of centrifugal compressors in 
the global marketplace.

Sincerely,

Paul C. Brown
Chief Executive Officer
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Through the integration of people, information, and 

technology, we will become the premier global provider 

of centrifugal compressor solutions by sustaining leadership 

in our core businesses while expanding into new market 

segments. We will offer our Customers superior products 

and services matched to their needs and provide an 

environment to attract, grow, and retain the best Employees.

Paul C. Brown
Chief Executive Officer

 Understand and deliver true value to the Customer

 Provide a safe, enjoyable, and rewarding work environment  
 for all FS-Elliott Employees

 Ensure growth and profit for the Company and its stockholders

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES

 Understand that we all serve the Customer regardless of our role

 Treat everyone with respect, fairness, and dignity

 Deliver the highest quality products and services possible

 Pursue continuous improvement at every level

 Take action to protect the environment today and into the future

 Demand honesty and integrity in all aspects of our business

 Work to improve our local communities

ENDURING PRINCIPLES
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Our Commitments and Obligations

To Our Co-Workers …
To Our Employees …
To Our Customers …
To Our Suppliers …
To Our Owners …
To Our Governments …
 
We earn credibility with our co-workers, customers, 
suppliers, owners and the community by keeping 
commitments, acting with honesty, integrity and respect, 
and pursuing our company goals through honorable 
conduct.

Every group mentioned above aids in the success of FS-E. 
How successful we are able to work with each group depends 
upon our conduct. 

The Code is based on laws, rules and regulations that FS-E 
must follow as well as good business sense and judgment. 
In addition to insuring that FS-E complies with laws, 
rules and regulations, the Code will serve to protect FS-E 
employees. Such protection to employees is twofold because 
we will all act towards others and experience actions of 
others in accordance with the Code.

On the following pages, general guidelines for ethical 
conduct are provided. Because the Code can’t possibly 
contain every matter that affects ethical behavior, a 
standard of best judgment should be used. Please realize 
each of us is accountable for our actions and actions in 
violation of the Code can affect not only our business life 
but our personal lives and relationships with our family 
and friends. 

Don’t violate the Code or any FS-E policy simply because an 
individual whom you know or believe is in a position higher 
than you directs you to do so. If asked to violate the Code 
or any company policy by anyone, advise the individual 
that the request violates the Code. If the individual does 
not revise their request, report the violation. Any concerns, 
questions or violations can be reported confidentially to  
FS-E’s General Counsel without fear of retaliation. 

Our commitment to the Code is a significant part of the 
success of FS-E.

My home office is not in the 
United States. Is the Code ap-
plicable to me?

Yes, the Code is applicable. The 
Code is applicable to all employ-
ees of FS-E regardless of where 
their home office is located and, 
by the way, for all levels of em-
ployees, including the CEO. The 
Code applies at all times, includ-
ing attending an event as a rep-
resentative of FS-E, when work-
ing from home, when working at 
another FS-E office, when visiting 
with a customer, and when visit-
ing with a supplier.

I’m only a summer intern. Is 
the Code applicable to me?

Yes, the Code is applicable. The 
Code applies not only to full-time 
permanent employees, including 
the CEO, officers, directors and 
managers, but also to part-time 
employees, temporary and con-
tract employees, interns, affili-
ates, consultants, and indepen-
dent contractors.

None of us can justify unethical 
or illegal acts. 
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Our Commitments and Obligations

To Our Co-Workers …

The relationships we have among each other effect the 
success of FS-E to a great degree. Each of us must be 
committed to promoting a climate of mutual respect, 
integrity, and professional relationships, characterized by 
open and honest communications within and across all 
levels of the organization. Such a climate will promote 
attainment of the goals and objectives of FS-E while leaving 
room for individual initiative.

We all have responsibility under the Code.

We will treat each other with mutual respect.

We will act with integrity.

We will behave professionally.

We will communicate openly and honestly.

We will immediately report any violations of the Code 
without fear of reprisal or retaliation.

We will not engage in activities that constitute a conflict 
of interest.

We will not deprive FS-E of any business opportunities.

We will maintain confidentiality of information received 
from customers and suppliers.

We will use our best judgment when making decisions.

Concerns, questions or violations 
can be addressed confidentially 
with FS-E’s General Counsel with-
out fear of retaliation. Contact 
the General Counsel by telephone 
or regular mail. By telephone call 
collect to 1 724 387 3223. By mail 
write to: 

General Counsel
FS-Elliott Co., LLC
5710 Mellon Road
Export, PA, USA, 15632 

Conflicts of Interest 

Each FS-E employee is in a posi-
tion of trust regarding situations 
where our personal interests 
could conflict or appear to con-
flict with the interests of FS-E. 
Where a conflict exists, it must 
be resolved to the satisfaction of 
FS-E in order for the employer/
employee relationship to contin-
ue which begins with disclosing 
any situation that is or could be-
come a conflict. A written disclo-
sure should be made initially to 
your direct supervisor who, along 
with you, will report the con-
flict or potential conflict to the  
General Counsel.

Examples of conflicts of interest 
include:

 Personal or family financial in-
terests in a competitor, supplier 
or customer (except for moder-
ate holdings of publicly-traded 
securities).

 Employment by a competitor in 
any capacity.

 Accepting entertainment, gifts, 
payments or services that have 
more than a nominal value 
from those seeking to do busi-
ness with FS-E.

 Placing business with a firm 
owned or controlled by an em-
ployee or a family member.

 Acting as a consultant to a cus-
tomer or supplier.
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Our Commitments and Obligations

To Our Employees …

FS-E is committed to being a good employer. This com-
mitment includes providing employment, compensation, 
benefits, training, promotions, and other conditions of em-
ployment based on personal ability and without regard to 
race, color, national origin, citizenship, religion, gender, 
marital status, sexual orientation, age, disability, or any 
other characteristic protected by law. 

FS-E will treat each individual with dignity.

FS-E will treat each individual with respect.

FS-E will provide a workplace of equality with 
opportunities afforded to individuals regardless of their 
race, color, national origin, citizenship, religion, gender, 
marital status, sexual orientation, age, disability, or any 
other characteristic protected by law. 

FS-E will implement personnel practices and programs 
related to staffing, compensation, promotion, education, 
benefits, training, recreation and health on the basis of 
respect and equal opportunity for all employees.

FS-E will provide a workplace free of harassment.

FS-E will provide a workplace free of discrimination. 

FS-E will provide safe and healthy working conditions.

FS-E will adhere to applicable rules, regulations and 
laws.

FS-E will thoroughly and fairly investigate each reported 
violation of the Code using sound business judgment.

Harassment, in any of its many 
forms or in any manner, is ex-
pressly prohibited. FS-E will not 
permit any conduct that inter-
feres with an individual’s work 
performance or creates an intim-
idating, hostile or offensive work 
environment. Harassment can 
include comments and actions 
related to race, color, national 
origin, citizenship, religion, gen-
der, marital status, sexual ori-
entation, age, disability, or any 
other characteristic protected by 
law.

Discrimination of any kind is  
not tolerated and is expressly 
prohibited.

No officer, executive or manager 
has the authority to authorize or 
condone violations of the Code.

Business goals are not an excuse 
for misrepresenting facts or falsi-
fying records.

 I don’t deal with customers at 
all. Why should I understand 
this portion of the Code? 

All employees of FS-E are respon-
sible to understand all parts of the 
Code, including those portions 
you believe do not apply to you. 
On another note, think about it, 
we all deal with customers. We 
just don’t realize it. Everyone’s 
daily responsibilities at some 
point all reach the customer in 
one way or another. Bottom line, 
we all deal with customers. 
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Our Commitments and Obligations

To Our Customers …

FS-E is committed to excellence. This means providing 
customers with outstanding product, performance, and 
service. As a market-driven company, FS-E recognizes 
that knowledge and support of customer needs are of great 
importance in the fulfillment of this objective. In this 
respect, it is imperative that we help our customers define 
their requirements and work to achieve them. In gathering 
and using this information, FS-E is committed to doing so 
in a legal and ethical manner.

We will act with the utmost integrity, respect and 
truthfulness.

All activities of FS-E will be conducted in an honest, 
accurate, ethical, and legal manner.

In the case of specific customer instructions, no material 
substitutions, changes or deviations will be allowed 
without the specific authorization of the customer.

Customer information will be maintained with strict 
confidentiality.

We will safeguard and efficiently utilize customer-owned 
equipment which has been entrusted to us. We will not 
make improper use of customer resources or permit 
others to do so.

Commitments will be maintained.

Matters that affect the customers will be clearly 
communicated to the customer.

Where possible and not in violation of the Code, we will 
honor the customs of our customers. 

We will comply with all laws and regulations which 
prohibit the offering, extending, soliciting, or receiving 
any entertainment, gift, gratuity, or other payment in 
order to improperly influence a business transaction 
with another party, regardless of whether FS-E may be 
the supplier or the purchaser. 

The Federal Anti-Kickback En-
forcement Act of 1986, Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act, Robinson-
Patman Act, commercial bribery 
laws and other laws and regula-
tions, as well as proper business 
conduct and ethics, prohibit 
FS-E employees or representa-
tives from offering, extending, 
soliciting, or receiving any enter-
tainment, gift, gratuity, or other 
payment in order to improperly 
influence a business transaction 
with another party, regardless of 
whether FS-E may be the supplier 
or the purchaser. 

TThe anti-bribery provisions of 
the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 
(“FCPA”) make it illegal to offer, 
pay, promise to pay, or autho-
rize the payment of money or 
anything of value to any person, 
while knowing that all or a por-
tion of such money or thing of 
value will be offered, given, or 
promised, directly or indirectly, 
to a foreign official to influ-
ence the foreign official in their 
official capacity, to induce the 
foreign official to do or omit to 
do an act in violation of his or 
her lawful duty, or to secure any 
improper advantage in order to 
assist in obtaining or retaining 
business for or with, or directing 
business to, any person. Individ-
uals may also be penalized if they 
order, authorize, or assist some-
one else to violate the FCPA or if 
they conspire to violate the FDPA.

Taking a few minutes to call and 
ask a question or voice a concern 
is a good idea. Any questions or 
concerns can be addressed in a 
telephone call with General Coun-
sel. Call collect to 1 724 387 3223.
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Our Commitments and Obligations

To Our Suppliers …

Suppliers to FS-E will be treated fairly and ethically. FS-E 
will emphasize fair competition, cooperative relationships, 
and a sense of responsibility that will enable us to be 
a good customer and establish long-lasting business 
relationships. 

We will comply with all laws and regulations which 
prohibit the offering, extending, soliciting, or receiving 
any entertainment, gift, gratuity, accommodation, 
entertainment, loan or other payment that could 
improperly obligate or influence a business transaction 
with another party, regardless of whether FS-E may be 
the supplier or the purchaser. 

Price and documentation data submitted by suppliers 
will be handled as sensitive information and will not be 
freely distributed. 

Purchases of a personal nature will not be made through 
the purchasing department by FS-E employees. 

Consultants will not perform any work for FS-E unless 
and until an Independent Contractor Agreement and 
purchase order have been duly executed.

We will not expose supplier(s) or FS-E to financial risk by 
making unauthorized commitments. 

We will not make commitments to suppliers without 
involving the FS-E purchasing department.

Report all suspected violations of 
the Code by writing to General 
Counsel, FS-Elliott Co., LLC, 5710 
Mellon Road, Export, PA, USA, 
15632 or by collect phone call to 
1 724 387 3223. Any contact may 
be anonymous or, if requested, 
will be held confidential to the 
extent possible with fair and ap-
propriate investigative action. 
Employees may make such re-
ports with the assurance that no 
adverse action or retribution will 
occur based upon making such a 
report.
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Our Commitments and Obligations

To Our Owners …

Our owners have entrusted in all of us their faith to operate 
the business of FS-E. The success of FS-E is measured by 
numerous factors; however, the basis of our success depends 
on operating our business in an honorable manner and 
at all times dealing with honesty, integrity and respect. 
Within the guidelines of the Code we will be successful in 
achieving the following commitments and obligations.

We will pursue growth and earnings objectives.

We will keep ethical standards at the forefront of our 
activities.

We will exercise prudence in the use of assets and 
resources.

We will strive to achieve a return on our owner’s 
investment in FS-E. 

We will not compromise integrity and ethical standards.

We will maintain accurate company records.

No undisclosed or unrecorded fund will be established for 
any purpose.

Our accounting records will be recorded in a manner that 
permits preparation of financial statements in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles and other 
applicable criteria.

Our accounting records will be recorded so as to maintain 
accountability for the assets of FS-E.

We will use FS-E resources in an ethical and responsible 
manner.

We will preserve the assets of FS-E, including intellectual 
and personal property, facilities, and equipment. 

We will guard FS-E technology, including proprietary 
data developed or purchased by FS-E and information 
entrusted to us by our customers and suppliers, against 
unauthorized disclosure. 

We will not disclose to any outside party, except as 
specifically authorized by management, pursuant to 
established policy and procedures, any non-public 
business, financial, personnel or technological 
information, plans or data acquired during our 
employment with FS-E. 

Upon termination of our employment, we will  
not copy, take or retain any documents or electronic 
media containing proprietary or confidential 
information of FS-E.
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Our Commitments and Obligations

To Our Governments …

FS-E is committed to obeying the laws of the lands in which it does business, as well as the 
laws of the United States which relate to doing business in foreign countries.

Legal and Regulatory Compliance

We will comply with applicable laws and regulations, whether they are national, federal, 
state/provincial or local. 

We will not enter into agreements that are in violation of international trade practices 
and/or U.S. economic and trade sanctions and/or U.S. anti-boycott laws.

We will obtain the advice of legal counsel when any contact is made that appears to 
request FS-E to participate in a boycott or restrictive trade practice.

Antitrust Law 

The antitrust laws of the United States and other countries affect the way we deal with our 
competitors, customers, and suppliers, and, therefore, are very important. 

 We will compete vigorously and independently at all times and in every ethical way 
avoiding any agreements or understanding with competitors regarding prices, customers 
and other matters that tend to restrain trade.

 We will avoid any tactics which could be construed as being designed to exclude all 
competitors or to destroy particular competitors, avoiding anti-competitive restrictions 
on our customers regarding such matters as resale price or reciprocity. 

 We will avoid unlawful discrimination regarding the pricing of our products and related 
matters. 

 We will obtain the advice of legal counsel when we are unsure whether antitrust laws of 
the United States and of other countries are applicable to our actions.

Environmental Law 

We will be a good corporate citizen.

We will not obtain or dispose of any chemical or toxic material without following FS-E 
procedures which will be in compliance with federal, state/provincial, county and city 
laws and regulations. 

In operations outside the United States, the laws and regulations of the country of 
operation will govern and we will comply.

We will properly handle all hazardous materials that we may purchase, use, generate, 
store, or dispose of. 

We will immediately report any violation or potential violation of any applicable 
environmental laws or regulations.

We will obtain the advice of legal counsel when we are unsure whether environmental 
laws of the United States and of other countries are applicable to our actions.
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Entertainment, Gifts, Gratuities, and Other Payments 

The Federal Anti-Kickback Enforcement Act of 1986, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 
Robinson-Patman Act, commercial bribery laws and other laws and regulations, as well 
as proper business conduct and ethics, prohibit FS-E employees or representatives from 
offering, extending, soliciting, or receiving any entertainment, gift, gratuity, or other 
payment in order to improperly influence a business transaction with another party, 
regardless of whether FS-E may be the supplier or the purchaser. 

We will not offer or give anything of value whatsoever in order to improperly influence a 
business transaction with another party for any reason.

We will not give money or items of value to any person or firm where there is reason to 
believe that it will be passed on to a government official for this purpose.

In some cases, where it is customary, legally permissible in accordance with applicable 
law and not in violation of the Code, items of nominal value may be given or received. 

Intellectual Property Law

Laws in the United States and foreign countries, including laws regarding patents, 
copyrights, trademarks, mask works, and trade secrets, protect the intellectual property 
rights of companies and individuals. In the same way we would like others to respect 
our rights in our intellectual property assets relating to products, processes, trademarks, 
business information and the like, we must exercise care to avoid infringing on the intellectual 
property rights of others. 

We will exercise care to avoid infringing intellectual property rights of third parties.

We will consult with legal counsel if any question exists as to the proper respect of such 
rights.

Acceptance and Use of Commercial Software Products 

With the extensive usage of personal computers (PCs) in nearly every element of business, 
the proper usage of PC software must be assured by each of us to avoid violations of 
copyright law that could result in criminal penalties to FS-E, individual employees, or 
both. 

We will assure that all software being utilized has been properly purchased.

No copies (except for back-up) will be made or used. 

Export/Import

We will comply with the applicable laws and regulations regarding the exporting or 
importing of technology and products. 

Each employee engaged in the exporting of technology and products will become 
familiar with the regulations.

We will determine whether licenses are required.

 We will obtain the appropriate licenses prior to any items leaving the U.S.
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Our Commitments and Obligations

To Our Communities …

With respect to the community, FS-E is committed to being 
a good and responsive corporate citizen to society as a whole 
and to each of the many communities in which we reside.

Compliance, Reporting and Discipline

Failure to comply with the Code may result in disciplinary 
action up to and including termination or release, as 
well as referral for criminal prosecution and initiation 
of a civil lawsuit by FS-E to recover damages. As with 
all matters involving investigations of violations and 
discipline, principles of respect and dignity will be applied. 
Any employee charged with a violation of the Code will be 
afforded an opportunity to explain his or her actions before 
final disciplinary action is taken.

FS-E will actively seek to discover and correct any wrongdoing 
and to apply disciplinary measures. FS-E and its employees 
will cooperate fully with authorities who may investigate 
and prosecute violations of the law.

Employees are encouraged to make these reports through 
their supervisor, who along with you, will obtain guidance 
and interpretation of a suspected violation as it relates to the 
Code or other acceptable business practices. 

However, it is understood that circumstances might make 
other reporting channels more appropriate. In such cases, 
all employees should feel free to contact FS-E’s General 
Counsel, either by phoning collect to 1 724 387 3223 or by 
writing to:
 General Counsel
 FS-Elliott Co., LLC,
 5710 Mellon Road
 Export, PA, USA, 15632

 phone: 724-387-3223

Any contact may be anonymous or, if requested, will be held 
confidential to the extent possible with fair and appropriate 
investigative action. Employees may make such reports 
with the assurance that no adverse action or retribution will 
occur based upon making such a report.

Disciplinary action may be taken:

 Against employees who authorize, 
direct or participate directly in 
actions or omissions which are 
in violation of the Code.

Against any employee who may 
have deliberately failed to re-
port a violation or deliberately 
withheld relevant and material 
information concerning a viola-
tion of the Code.

Against the violator’s managerial  
supervisor, to the extent that the 
circumstances of the violation 
reflect inadequate supervision 
or a lack of diligence.

Against any superior who re-
taliates, directly or indirectly, 
or encourages others to do so, 
against an employee for reporting 
a violation of the Code.
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Employee Commitment

After reading the FS-Elliott Co., LLC Code of Business Conduct 
& Ethics, please complete, sign and date the form below. The 
completed form should be submitted to the General Counsel.

_____________________________________
Employee Name

_____________________________________
Location

_____________________________________
Department

I have received, read and agree to abide by the FS-Elliott Co., 
LLC Code of Business Conduct & Ethics.

_____________________________________
Employee Signature

_____________________________________
Date

Legal Notice

Neither the FS-Elliott Co., LLC Code of 

Business Conduct & Ethics (“Code”) nor 

other employment practices, policies and 

procedures of FS-Elliott Co., LLC constitute 

an employment contract. Adherence to the 

Code and the other employment practices, 

policies and procedures of FS-Elliott Co., 

LLC is a condition of continued employ-

ment. Unless not applicable by relevant 

law, employment with FS-Elliott Co., LLC 

is “at will,” which means that either an 

employee or FS-Elliott Co., LLC may termi-

nate the employment relationship for any 

reason or no reason, with or without no-

tice, at any time. This at-will employment 

relationship may not be modified except 

in a written agreement signed by the em-

ployee and the Chief Executive Officer of 

FS-Elliott Co., LLC.



General Counsel
FS-Elliott Co., LLC
5710 Mellon Road
Export, PA, USA, 15632

phone: 724-387-3223
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